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Abstract—The extensive use of the Wireless Sensor Networks
(WSNs) in main critical scenarios stresses the need to verify their
dependability properties at design time to prevent wrong design
choices and at runtime in order to make a WSN more robust
against failures that may occur during its operation. In literature,
several approaches have been proposed in order to evaluate the
dependability of a WSN during its inception and its operating.

In this paper we present a survey on these adopted techniques
reporting aspects and characteristics of some research studies.
Moreover, by means of a comparison grid, we analyze the
current state-of-the-art of the approaches of WSN dependability
assessment in order to identify the most performant and to
discuss the ongoing challenges.

Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks, Dependability, Reli-
ability, Fault-Tolerance

I. INTRODUCTION

NOWADAYS Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) are usu-

ally involved for critical systems monitoring [1][2] and

in smart environments [3], thus the recent scientific production

on WSNs dependability assessment is grown .

Unexpected events, such as node crash and packet loss,

may affect the dependability of the WSN and hence it is

necessary evaluate its robustness from the early stages of the

development process (design phase) onwards to minimize the

chances of unexpected problems during use. It is also crucial

to monitor a WSN at runtime (operating phase) and to detect

undesired effects that cannot be analyzed before the WSN

deployment.

The approaches adopted in literature to assess WSN de-

pendability, at design time or runtime, can be categorized in

four classes: experimental, simulative, analytical and formal.

The first allows to analyze dependability at runtime by

means of experiments. Experimental methods are used to

evaluate a real system and they require the deployment of

a real WSN. They are useful in operating phase since by

means of them we can perform experiments directly on the real

system from which we collect data. Among the experimental

approaches we consider the Fault Injection techniques[4]
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which allow to evaluate the dependability of a real WSN by

injecting faults.

The simulative approaches make use of well-known simula-

tors that can be adopted at design time; this kind of approach

consists in modeling the WSN and making an estimate of the

dependability. In a similar way analytical approaches are con-

ceived; the difference is in considering mathematical models

to check the WSN behavior during the design. Finally, formal

approaches use specifications of correctness and they can be

adopted to assess WSN dependability both at design time and

at runtime. Formal approaches offer a new opportunity for

studying the WSN dependability.

The aim of this paper is to revise experimental, simulative,

analytical and formal approaches and tools currently used in

the field of WSN dependability assessment, including related

studies. We want to provide a survey on the main approaches

adopted for the WSN dependability assessment evaluating the

best choice to perform dependability assessment of WSNs.

A comparison of related work is presented to summarize the

state-of-art and reason about what is still missing and the

ongoing challenges.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section

II experimental approaches are presented; the Section III

includes the simulative approaches. An analysis of analytical

approaches is documented in Section IV and the formal

approaches are discussed in Section V. Finally in Section VI

we report a comparison of the discussed papers and the Section

VII ends the paper with conclusions.

II. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACHES

Experimental approaches are used to measure the WSN de-

pendability directly from a real system, during its operation. In

the prototyping phase, it is possible to perform an accelerated

testing, for example by forcing a fault (by means of Fault

Injection (FI) [4], [5]); it is also possible to collect occurring

failures directly from system (by means of Field Failure Data

Analysis (FFDA) techniques [6]).

FI is defined as the dependability validation technique based

on the observation of the system behavior under the presence

of faults which are deliberately introduced into the system [7].

Typically FI is used to i) assess the dependability level

of a target system, such as an operational systems, a system
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TABLE I
FAULT INJECTION TOOLS

Tool Technique Fault Model

XCEPTION [8] SWIFI with exception trigger Transient faults
FERRARI [9] SWIFI with interrupt, fork, trap Transient and permanent faults
FIAT [10] SWIFI with exception trigger Bit-flip faults in the memory
NFTAPE [11] SWIFI with exception trigger Several types of faults (arbitrary model)
MESSALINE [12] HWIFI with forcing and insertion Faults of type stuck-at-0, stuck-at-1, logical bridging, physical bridging

AVR-INJECT [4] SWIFI with exception trigger Bit-flip faults in the memory area, code area and special registers

prototype, or an emulated execution environment (the last two

options are used especially in the pre-deployment phase of

the system), and ii) to shed some light on the design choice

of a system, for instance, showing its potential dependability

bottlenecks. FI tries to determine whether the response of a

system matches its specifications in the presence of a defined

space of faults.

The implementation of tools for injecting faults has been the

focus of several studies. Table I reports a summary of well

known tools for fault injection in WSN and in other types

of systems. Beyond their inherent differences, they operate in

a similar way: each of them performs a study of the fault-

free target, obtaining a ’gold file’; then, it injects a fault

(obtaining the ’fault file’) and it compares the gold file with

the fault file, to evaluate the system behavior in response to

the fault. Among of the tools mentioned in the table I, there

is the AVR-Inject Tool which has been conceived to operate

with WSNs. Unfortunately the AVR-Inject tool cannot be used

at design time since it needs a prototype of the system, an

assembly code that runs on the sensors and thus it needs

very detailed information in design phase. Cinque et al. in

[13] perform a fault-injection campaign in order to analyze

the dependability for three different WSN operating systems

(TinyOS, MantisOS, LiteOS). They consider a fault model

without taking in account some dependability metric.

Field Failure Data Analysis (FFDA) [14] of a system

represents the set of fault forecasting techniques which are

performed at runtime. By means of this analysis, the de-

pendability attributes of an actual and deployed system are

measured considering real conditions. A system which is in

normal operation is observed and the natural occurring errors

and failures are monitored and recorded in log files. The FFDA

is not practical, not feasible for the WSNs since they do not

provide log and they have to be lightweight [15].

Other experimental approaches are described in [16] and

[17].

In [16] authors present a deployment of 27 Crossbow Mica2

motes that compose a WSN. They describe a Structure-Aware

Self-Adaptive WSN system (SASA) designed in order to

detect changes of the network due to unexpected collapses

and to maintain the WSN integrity. Detection latency, system

errors, network bandwidth and packet loss rate are measured;

coverage and connection resiliency metrics are not considered.

A large scale simulation is performed in order to evaluate the

system scalability and reliability.

Pennington et al. [17] assert that, due to the high complexity

of the WSN dynamics, it is difficult to predict problems

that may occur after the deployment of the WSN. Therefore,

in their paper they propose a Integrity-Checking framework

which considers real inputs for the testing and validation

process. No case study is shown for framework evaluation.

Experimental approaches for WSN dependability assess-

ment allow to gain insight in the actual failure behavior of

WSNs and to establish the reliability degree of the network.

However, results are difficult to reproduce and for this reason

research studies on WSNs have migrated towards simulative

and analytical approaches.

III. SIMULATIVE APPROACHES

A simulative approach for assessing WSNs usually makes

use of behavioral simulators, i.e., tools able to reproduce

the expected behavior of a system by means of a code-

based description. Behavioral simulators allow to reproduce

the expected behavior of WSN nodes on the basis of the real

application planned to be executed on nodes. However, it is not

always possible to observe non-functional properties of WSNs

by means of simulative approaches, since models need to be

redefined and adapted to the specific network to simulate.

Typical simulative approaches to evaluate WSN fault/failure

models are provided in [18] and [19].

In [18] authors address the problem of modeling and eval-

uating the reliability of the communication infrastructure of a

WSN. Authors assume that failures can be categorized in node

and network failures.

The first on-line model-based testing technique [19] has

been conceived to identify the sensors that have the highest

probability to be faulty. The effectiveness of the approach is

evaluated in the presence of random noise using a system of

light sensors; a fault classification taxonomy is introduced.

Some work like [20] and [21] provide code generation of

wireless sensor network applications to perform behavioral

simulation and performance analysis.

In [20], a framework for modeling, simulation and code

generation of WSNs is presented. The framework is based on

Simulink, Stateflow and Embedded Coder; it allows engineers

to simulate and automatically generate code of sensor network

applications based on MathWorks tools. By means of this tool,

an application developer can configure the connectivity of the

sensor nodes and can start simulation and functional verifica-

tion of the application. This framework is able to generate the

complete application code for several target operating systems

(e.g. TinyOS and MantisOS) from the simulated model.
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In [21] a model-driven development process (MDD) is

presented to obtain a major effort of optimization for WSN

applications. In this work a set of modeling languages is the

starting point for code generation and performance analysis.

Finally, the network lifetime is analyzed in [22]; to calculate

the lifetime of a WSN, the authors perform simulation by

means of a Castalia-based approach [23] that models path-

loss.

A. Simulators

Several simulators for WSNs have been proposed in liter-

ature, such as NS-2, OMNet++, Prowler, TOSSIM, OPNET

and Avrora.

NS-2 [24] is an event-based simulation tool for WSN. It

is amply adopted in academic research being open source and

easy to use. The simulations are written with C++/C languages

and they can be observed graphically by Network AniMator

(NAM).

OMNeT++ [25] is a component-based discrete network

simulator. Even this simulator is based on C++ language and

it has graphical tools for simulation building and evaluating

results in real time. The most recent simulation environment

built on OMNeT++ is Castalia [23]. This framework was

realized for Wireless Sensor Networks, Body Area Networks

[26] and networks of low-power embedded devices and it

allows to test distributed algorithms and protocols for WSN

considering some features of a real WSN like wireless channel,

power consumption and considering a real node behavior.

Castalia can be used to simulate a wide set of wireless sensor

platforms.

Prowler [27] is an event-driven WSN simulator conceived

to operate in Matlab environment. Initially it was realized

to simulate MICA motes but then it has been extended also

for more general platforms. Advantages of Matlab environ-

ments are simple implementing of applications, friendly GUI

interface and good visualization facilities. By means of this

simulator, it is possible to perform deterministic simulation to

test application code of a WSN application and to perform

probabilistic simulation to observe the behavior of the sensor

nodes.

TOSSIM [28], [29] is the simulator built for TinyOS ap-

plications. Actually it is an emulator rather than a simulator

since it runs actual application code; it allows to simulate

the hardware of a sensor but it does not provide information

about WSN dependability. Moreover TOSSIM is provided of

a visualization tool, TinyViz.

OPNET [30] is a discrete event, object oriented network

simulator. This tool was developed initially for military pur-

poses but its large use grew as much to be considered also for

commercial use. OPNET is a powerful software that can be

used for research purpose and also as a network design tool.

Finally Avrora [31] is a simulator that adopts an approach

which is more oriented to the verification of behavioral

properties or performance indicators, and not oriented to

the observation of dependability properties. It is a low-level

emulator of the AVR processor mainly used to test the behavior

of WSNs application prior to their deployment. It executes

the disassembled code instruction per instruction and emulates

the hardware of the processor and the hardware of the node

(memory, LEDs, sensors, radio channel, etc.).

IV. ANALYTICAL APPROACHES

The study of the performance and dependability of WSNs

can be performed by means of analytical models [32]. Some of

these models are based on a mathematical representation of the

WSN characteristics and are solved by means of simulation.

In [33] authors introduce an approach for the automated

generation of WSN dependability models, based on a variant

of Petri nets.

An analytical model to predict the battery exhaustion and

the lifetime of a WSN, LEACH, is discussed in [34].

In [35] the authors present a network state model used to

forecast the energy consumption of a sensor.

AboElFotoh et al. [36] present a probabilistic technique to

observe the WSN behavior and discuss about dependability of

a WSN; they suppose that the main causes of the failures are

related to the crashes, power failures and natural causes. The

authors evaluate dependability on the basis of the number of

packets received by the sink in a deterministic time (decision

interval). The dependability is computed evaluating the delay

of the expected message.

In [37] authors develop an analytical model to investigate

the relation between energy saving and system performance

and to observe the effects when sensor sleep/active mode

vary. By means of this model, authors can obtain several

performance metrics, such as the distribution of the data

delivery delay. This work adopts analytical model specifi-

cally representing the sensor in sleep/active mode considering

channel contention and routing issues. In this work authors

model a WSN by means of Markovian techniques; they

assess dependability using data delivery resiliency and power

consumption metrics.

A linear programming model [38] is introduced to address

the problem of “multi-hop lifetime aware routing”. The authors

propose a Garg-Konemann-based approach to obtain the min-

imum cost arborescence for reaching the sink node optimizing

the lifetime of sensor nodes.

Finally in [39] the node aging problem is addressed. The

authors try to solve this problem by associating a survivor

function for each sensor node (using Weibull distribution). The

aim of this work is to demonstrate that the node aging process

has an important impact on the connectivity at the increasing

of the hop distance. By means of a mathematical analysis and

a simulation, they observe that nodes at first hop consume their

energy because of the aggregation with children nodes. Hence,

they assert that the consumption is related to the number of

children nodes.

Each analyzed work, which applies a simulative or ana-

lytical approach, defined its own fault model making simple

assumptions on network topology and on power consumption;

results cannot be generalized since they are obtained by means

of abstract simulations. Thus there is a lack of realistic fault
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models and this is a limit of these approaches. Therefore it is

necessary a further kind of approach.

V. FORMAL APPROACHES

Formal approaches offer a new opportunity for the depend-

ability study of WSNs both before and after its deployment.

They are based on formal verification that consists in checking

of the correctness of a system taking in account specifications

or properties, using formal methods. Until now there is no

work that has proven how to use an unique formal approach to

perform dependability assessment at design time and runtime.

The formal verification is performed by providing a proof

on an abstract mathematical model of the system. Typically

to model systems we can consider labeled transition systems,

timed automata, finite state machines, Petri nets, process

algebra, hybrid automata, formal semantics of programming

languages such as axiomatic semantics, operational semantics

and denotational semantics.

In this section we focus on main formal approaches pro-

posed in literature such as model checking and Event Calculus.

Then we discuss about papers in which formal methods have

been applied for dependability assessment of WSNs.

A. Model Checking

One of the well known formal approaches is model checking

[40]. This technique consists of a systematically exhaustive

exploration of the mathematical model (this is possible for

finite models, but also for some infinite models where infinite

sets of states can be effectively represented finitely by using

abstraction or taking advantage of symmetry). Usually this

consists of exploring all states and transitions in the model,

by using smart and domain-specific abstraction techniques to

consider whole groups of states in a single operation and

reduce computing time. Implementation techniques include

state space enumeration, symbolic state space enumeration,

abstract interpretation, symbolic simulation, abstraction re-

finement. The properties to be verified are often described

in temporal logics, such as linear temporal logic (LTL) or

computational tree logic (CTL) [41]. The great advantage

of model checking is that it is often fully automatic; its

primary disadvantage is that it does not in general scale to

large systems; symbolic models are typically limited to a few

hundred bits of state, while explicit state enumeration requires

the state space being explored to be relatively small.

Typically model checking allows to verify if a defined

property of a system is satisfied. Thus, the limit of this

technique is related to the prediction of a sequence of events.

In other words, by means of model checking, an user is able

to control if, given an event, the correctness properties are

satisfied but is not able to know what will be the behavior of

the system after that given event (e.g. node crash or packet

loss).

B. Event Calculus

Event Calculus was proposed for the first time in 1986

by Marek Sergot and Robert Kowalski [42] and then it was

extended by Murray Shanahan and Rob Miller in the 1990s

[43]. This language belongs to the family of logical languages

and it is commonly used for representing and reasoning of the

events and their effects [44]. Fluent, event and predicate are

the basic concepts of Event Calculus [45]. For every timepoint,

the value of fluents or the events that occur can be specified.

This language is also named narrative-based: in the Event

Calculus, there is a single time line on which events occur and

this event sequence represents the narrative.

The most important and used predicates of Event Calculus

are: Initiates, Terminates, HoldsAt and Happens.

Since the normal and failing behavior of a WSN can be

characterized in terms of an event flow (for instance, a node

is turned on, a packet is sent, a packet is lost, a node stops to

work due to crash or battery exhaustion, or it gets isolated from

the rest of the network due to the failure of other nodes, etc.),

Event Calculus, that is an event-based formal language, can be

used to formally specify the occurrence of such events and the

response of the WSN to them, to check if given correctness

properties are verified. Moreover dependability metrics can

be valuated by analyzing the narrative generated by a Event

Calculus reasoner based on the specification of the target

WSN.

Finally several techniques are considered to perform au-

tomated reasoning in Event Calculus, such as satisfiability

solving, first-order logic automated theorem proving, Answer

Set Programming (ASP) and logic programming in Prolog.

To check the proposed correctness properties defined in

Event Calculus, the most common adopted reasoner is the

Discrete Event Calculus (DEC) Reasoner. The DEC Reasoner

[46], [47] uses satisfiability (SAT) solvers [48] and by means

of this we are able to perform reasoning like deduction,

abduction, post-diction, and model finding. It is documented

in details in [49] in which its syntax is explained (e.g. the

meaning of the symbols used in the formulas).

C. Formal approaches for WSN

Lifetime of WSN is defined and evaluated in [50] by means

of a mathematical formalism. In this work a generic definition

of sensor network lifetime is presented and it is conceived

in such way to incorporate different application requirements,

such as i) number of alive nodes, ii) time latency in the delivery

process, iii) delivery ratio, iv) connectivity, v) coverage, and

vi) availability.

Recently, different formal methods and tools have been

applied for the modeling and analysis of WSNs, such as [51],

[52] and [53].

In [51] authors apply a formal tool to wireless sensor

networks, MEDAL. They propose a formal language to specify

the WSN and a tool to simulate it. However, the formal

specification has to be rewritten if the WSN under study

changes.

In [52] authors propose a methodology for modeling, anal-

ysis and development of WSNs using a formal language

(PAWSN) and a tool environment (TEPAWSN). They con-

sider only power consumption as dependability metric that is
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necessary but not sufficient to assess the WSN dependability

(e.g. other problems of WSN such as the isolation problem of a

node have been analyzed) and also they apply only simulation.

In [53] authors describe a model-driven performance engi-

neering framework for WSNs (called Moppet). This frame-

work uses the Event Calculus formalism to estimate the per-

formance of WSN applications in terms of power consumption

and lifetime of each sensor node; other dependability metrics

like coverage, connection resiliency and data delivery re-

siliency are not considered. The features related to a particular

WSN have to be set in the framework every time that a new

experiment starts.

There are some papers ([54],[55],[56]) that have considered

the formal method in real-time contexts.

In [54] authors model and study WSN algorithms using

the Real-Time Maude formalism. Though authors adopt this

formalism, they use NS-2 simulator to analyze the consid-

ered scenarios making the work very similar to simulative

approaches.

The work presented in [55] describes a new formal model

for the specification and the validation of WSN. Authors

assert the use of rigorous formal method in specification

and validation can help designers to limit the introduction

of potentially faulty components during the construction of

the system. They consider a WSN as a Reactive Multi-

Agent System consisting of concurrent reactive agents. In this

paper dependability metrics are not treated and calculated and

authors just describe the structure of a Reactive Decisional

Agent by means of a formal language. Also, no case studies

are reported to validate their proposal.

Patrignani et al. in [56] consider policies to monitor wireless

sensor network applications in a WSN middleware charac-

terized by a Component and Policy Infrastructure (CaPI); by

means of a formalization they are able to catch dangerous or

undesired effects which may compromise the correct behavior

of a WSN application. In this work it has been developed a

prototype that operates on the basis of a application topology

in terms of communicating nodes and a set of properties to

satisfy. Even if authors confirm that one of the most important

benefits of formal approach is that problems occurring at

runtime can be detected, they model a static and not dynamic

network configuration, focusing only on security (encryption

and decryption messages) and resource usage problems and in

their scenario they do not consider other dependability metrics

(coverage, data delivery resiliency, ...).

In [57] a methodology to investigate the correctness of the

design of a WSN from the point of view of its dependability

is proposed. The methodology is based on the event calculus

formalism and it is backed up by a support tool aimed to

simplify its adoption by system designers. The tool allows to

specify the target WSN in a user-friendly way and it is able to

generate automatically the event calculus specifications used

to check correctness properties and evaluate dependability

metrics such as coverage and connection resiliency but not

data delivery resiliency and power consumption.

TABLE II
APPROACH CLASSIFICATION

Approach Assessment
Design time Runtime

Experimental × X

Simulative X ×

Analytical X ×

Formal X X

VI. DISCUSSION

All the analyzed work provides interesting methods and/or

techniques which give a contribution for the dependability

assessment in WSN. These methods have been grouped in four

categories: experimental, simulative, analytical and formal.

In table II a classification of the presented approaches is

shown. Experimental methods are used to evaluate a real sys-

tem and therefore they need for a existent prototype; they are

useful at runtime since through these methods do experiments

directly on the real system from which they collect data.

Simulative and analytical may be adopted in the design phase:

they model a system and make an estimate of reliability before

of the system release. Finally formal methods make use of

correctness specifications and they can be used at design time

and at runtime too by means of runtime verification techniques.

Moreover, in this section, it is shown and discussed a

comparison of the related work presented in the previous

sections in which it emerges a lack of a work that allows

to perform WSN dependability assessment both at design and

at runtime.

In the grid, shown in figure 1, on the rows there is the

analyzed work (approaches, tools and models); on the columns

there are the properties chosen to highlight the differences.

In particular we have considered the following features:

• Experimental Approach to determine if the related work

is based on experiments;

• Simulative Approach to determine if the related work is

based on simulations;

• Analytical Approach to determine if the related work is

based on analytical models;

• Formal Approach to determine if the related work is based

on some formal method (e.g. model checking, Event

Calculus) and in particular if the work adopts an approach

that provides Separated specifications: we want to verify

if the related work applies a modular solution considering

two logical sets of specifications: a general correctness

specification, valid independently of the particular WSN

under study, and a structural specification related to the

properties of the target WSN (e.g., number of nodes,

topology, channel quality, initial battery charge);

• Design time to determine if the related work performs

dependability assessment at design time;

• Runtime to determine if the related work performs de-

pendability assessment at runtime;

• WSN Dependability metrics to determine if the related

work considers the following dependability metrics: cov-

erage, connection resiliency, data delivery resiliency,
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power consumption;

• Tool to determine if the related work proposes a novel

tool to support designers;

• Case study to determine if the related work considers case

studies in order to validate the proposed work.

From the survey of the literature it is possible to assert

that among the most important dependability metrics, the

power consumption is the only one that has been considered

extensively, instead data delivery resiliency and connection

resiliency are the least analyzed.
The majority of papers propose a tool and present results

by means of a case study observing the behavior of the WSN

under determined circumstances.
Therefore, looking the figure 1, there is no work that

describes a framework conceived in order to perform WSN

dependability assessment both at design and runtime measur-

ing all the main dependability metrics. Many studies address

the WSN dependability assessment at design time, few studies

at runtime.
Moreover, we think that formal methods may be considered

as a new and attractive solution for the assessment of depend-

ability both at design time that at runtime by defining one

specification for the system suitable for both purposes since

the lack of a formal approach that can be applied for doing

static and dynamic assessment of WSN dependability remains

an open issue.
Thus, in the field of WSN research, a study of a framework

that applies an approach to assess WSN dependability by

means of a formal approach, before and after the deployment

of a WSN, can be advantageous and innovative.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have reported a survey on the approaches

of WSN dependability assessment grouped in experimental,

simulative, analytical and formal. What appears clear is that

the path towards the production of an optimal approach to

check the dependability level of WSN both at design and

runtime is still long, and more research effort is needed to

reach this compelling goal.
To achieve this goal, we think that applying formal tech-

niques is a good approach since they could join the benefits

of the experimental approaches (for dependability evaluation

at runtime) and the simulative and analytical approaches

(for dependability evaluation at design time). The idea of

performing a complete check of the dependability degree on

the WSN behavior, to enforce the fulfillment of correctness

properties, seems a promising one to achieve more stable and

dependable WSN-based systems in the future.
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